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January
Calendar
 If you haven’t done so
already, merge rams
back into bachelor
flock. Watch for excessive fighting. Hormone
levels will begin to drop
by February, and eating
will become more interesting than fighting.
 Remove visual barriers
from fences.
 Merge breeding ewes
together, but keep
separate from nonbreeder flock until after
lambing.
 Check feet. Trim as
necessary while hooves
are soft.
 Continue watching for
coughing and runny
noses. Treat as necessary.

Viewpoint
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Soay futures

british registered soay sheep

by Shelley Bouyea
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Resources
Since the study Shelley
cited, there have been cases
of rabies in Oregon, including one in Merlin in November 2010. A goat also died
not far from here earlier in
the year. Vaccine is available
for sheep and is increasingly
recommended by veterinarians in known rabies areas.
The vaccine must be administered by a veterinarian.
Fees vary from state to state.
The fee I was quoted was
$15 per animal. In New York,
the state has set the fee at
$20 an animal. With large
flocks, this becomes prohibitive for most. An alternative
is a dual fencing system
with livestock dogs patrolling a corridor between the
sheep pasture and the property line, which discourages
foxes and raccoons from
entering the fields, thus
reducing exposure.
For more information, visit:
Vaccinations for sheep
and Goats—http://www.
sheepandgoat.com/articles/
flockvaccinations.html
Rabies Prevention in Livestock—http://ohioline.osu.
edu/vme-fact/0001.html
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